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The Ovid: The Love Poems Community Note includes chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis, character list, theme
list, historical context, author biography.

The poem opens by advising Livia not to try to hide her sad emotions and contrasts Drusus' military virtue
with his death. The word "metamorphoses" is of Greek origin and means "transformations. In his treatment of
elegy, scholars have traced the influence of rhetorical education in his enumeration , in his effects of surprise,
and in his transitional devices. Poem 1 expresses his love of poetry and the solace it brings; while 2 describes
a triumph of Tiberius. The project seems unprecedented in Roman literature. She does so after enjoining her
readers without love affairs of their own to share her experiences vicariously, while proclaiming to the public
that she and her lover have physically consummated their passion. Within an extent of nearly 12, verses,
almost different myths are mentioned. To be sure, he does not identify this poem by name. For information on
how we process your data, read our Privacy Policy. Starting from an investigation of the narrator's
self-creation and presentation of other characters within his amatory verse, she assesses the importance of
mythical and contemporary reference, as well as the influence of the erotic on Ovid's later works. Many
scholars view this Servius as the father of the Augustan female poet Sulpicia. The eighth book focuses on
Daedalus ' flight, the Calydonian boar hunt, and the contrast between pious Baucis and Philemon and the
wicked Erysichthon. The logic is simply not obvious, and part of the explanation may be that, as we have
seen, our poet is conspicuously bad at rhetoric. For he evidently wrote Amores 3. The poem is considered
spurious because it incorporates allusions to Ovid's works in an uncharacteristic way, although the piece is
thought to be contemporary with Ovid. Like the Metamorphoses, the Fasti was to be a long poem and
emulated aetiological poetry by writers like Callimachus and, more recently, Propertius and his fourth book.
This discussion eventually leads to advice, in lines ff. Since Sappho wrote love poetry, and since Ovid also
refers to the passionate love poems of the Augustan Propertius with the word ignes at Tristia 4. It is known
that since his own lifetime, he was already famous and criticized. Book 1 contains 11 poems; the first piece is
an address by Ovid to his book about how it should act when it arrives in Rome. In general, Ovid's love poetry
gives the modern reader a firm insight into the societal conception of love and marriage in ancient Rome. The
third book focuses on the mythology of Thebes with the stories of Cadmus , Actaeon , and Pentheus. Book 2
consists of one long poem in which Ovid defends himself and his poetry, uses precedents to justify his work,
and begs the emperor for forgiveness. These fates take the form of physical alterattions. Ovid uses direct
inquiry of gods and scholarly research to talk about the calendar and regularly calls himself a vates , a priest.
The old woman spurs the girl to leave her lover and find someone else. Book 3 has nine poems in which Ovid
addresses his wife 1 and various friends. Ars Amatoria The Art of Love and Remedia Amoris Cures for Love ,
which purport to teach young Roman men and women how to be good lovers, were partly responsible for the
poet's exile from Rome under the emperor Augustus. Book 3 in 14 poems focuses on Ovid's life in Tomis. It
gives practical tips, like burning letters and taking lovers. The poet uses a variety of verbal formulations to
maintain our interest, but also to show us just how clever he can be. The fourth book focuses on three pairs of
lovers: Pyramus and Thisbe , Salmacis and Hermaphroditus , and Perseus and Andromeda. In analyzing the
Metamorphoses, scholars have focused on Ovid's organization of his vast body of material. The works of
Euripides, Virgil, and Ovid gave a vehicle for these writers to infuse commentary about the politics of the day.
I will argue that this, too, is part of the appeal: we have a ponderous rhetorical discussion of something that
turns out to be very physical and basic. There follows a long list of comparisons, which are clever but
unconvincing; it is not actually true, after all, that every lover is a soldier, or even very similar see Murgatroyd
 The poems mainly deal with requests for friends to speak on his behalf to members of the imperial family,
discussions of writing with friends, and descriptions of life in exile. It sharply contrasts with his direct
invocation of Sappho, and the details that he provides about her, a few lines earlier. Although years of
bloodshed and civil war had plagued Rome since the death of Julius Caesar, some of the most powerful and
influential literature in the western world was developed in that timeframe. His advice that women desirous of
deceiving represent a male lover as a female casts further light on what he has Sappho declare at Heroides  In
the early 's B. Fasti "The Festivals" [ edit ] Main article: Fasti poem Six books in elegiacs survive of this
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second ambitious poem that Ovid was working on when he was exiled.


